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From
the
Editor

Craft, Technology and
Becoming Better Storytellers
Intense polarization. Growing friction between two opposing worldviews.
No, we’re not talking about the presidential election but the increasing
creative tension between 21st-century technologies and the time-honored
craftsmanship that’s gotten us where we are today. Nowhere is this more
pronounced than in the world of design.
“Everything we do is about storytelling,” Pentagram partner DJ Stout (page 14)
has often said, and he’s right. But various factions are currently debating how
those stories should be told. Take, for example, the fact that 2016 is shaping
up to be the Year of Virtual Reality according to Google (page 8), and as
Google goes, so goes our world.
Yet other players in the industry are enjoying success by emphasizing craft
over technology. The elegant box art for Marie Todd candles (page 30) and the
back-to-basics wholesomeness of Hip Chick Farms’ packaging (page 22) are
two great examples of this.
That’s not to say that technology and craft don’t occasionally come together
to create something greater than the sum of their parts. We’re intrigued by the
possibilities offered by the latest 3-D paper printer (page 7), to say
nothing of the exciting world of NFC-enabled business cards and
marketing materials (page 10).
So we continue to watch the development of futuristic
technology and the perfection of old-world paper craft with
relish, remembering always that, as DJ reminds us, neither is
of any use unless it helps us become better storytellers.
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How do you let your customers know they’re in for something special? In the case
of Marie Todd, you make sure the packaging creates the right mood from the start.
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For our spring 2016 cover, we’re following Marie Todd’s lead, with Neenah’s Classic
Crest Linen paper for a fine touch and subtle finish. The deep tones of the packaging are offset with a gold foil stamp. The overall effect stays true to the feeling of a
luxury brand—even the packaging is something you want to hold on to.

Printing Looks
Good on Paper

Recently, Mcor Technologies released ARKe, a
full-color desktop 3-D printer that sells for under $6,000.
The difference is that it prints items out of paper. Like
earlier Mcor models, the ARKe adds color on the paper
edges using a modified 2-D color inkjet printer, then
glues a stack of sheets together and finally carves

From prosthetic limbs to car parts, if you want it, it

the object from the resulting paper block. The results

seems that today you can simply print it. A 21st-century

can be visually stunning, particularly when it comes

miracle, 3-D printing uses resins to construct plastic

to color quality.

objects. Yet as amazing as it might be for your clients to

Six grand might be a lot to invest for the printing

send three-dimensional tchotchkes to potential custom-

of low-volume marketing pieces alone, but at that

ers, costs are higher than those of traditional print pieces

price you can also start looking at preparing product

and items can take much, much longer to print. (A sim-

models for client presentations.

ple handheld nutcracker, for example, cost about $2 and

More important, all signs point to 3-D printing

took three hours to make, according to www.3dgeni.us.)

being something we’re all going to be doing sooner or

And if you’re using a desktop 3-D printer, you quickly hit

later. And the last thing anybody wants to be is a two-

another snag: Whatever you print is probably going to be

dimensional professional in a three-dimensional world.

all one color.
SPRING 2016
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Story bits

It’s not often that we get an advance warning
about a technology that may soon be dictating what
we do, but this year’s Consumer Electronics
Show in January might’ve done just that. Here is
a look at a development we've been watching, as
well as an appraisal of its potential to end up in your
design arsenal.

Reality is so last year:

2016 is all about virtual reality

No sooner have we gotten the hang of QR codes and augmented reality than we find
ourselves woefully behind the times when it comes to print/digital interactivity. This
year, it’s all going to be about “virtual reality.” How do we know? Google said so, and a
lot of institutions are already scrambling to prove the company right.
While virtual reality feels like a concept we left behind in the ’80s (we did), the idea
of a technology that immerses the user in a 3-D, 360-degree computer experience
has been dusted off and brought back to life thanks to the ubiquity of smartphones.
But how likely is it that we’ll see VR take off this time around?
8
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Virtual Reality’s
Getting More
Real Every Day
Two years ago, Google launched Google Cardboard, a $20
virtual reality headset comprised of your own smartphone
and a cardboard holder fitted with 40 mm focal lenses that
straps over your eyes. Using Google’s software and your
phone’s own innate ability to know where you are facing
at any given time, you move around in and interact with
the three-dimensional world you can see. The technology
has paved the way for numerous apps, from shoot-’em-up
games to a guided tour of our solar system. By January’s
end, Google announced that more than 25 million related
apps had been downloaded, with more than 5 million
headsets in circulation.
And it’s not just Google. Here are just a few of the other
virtual reality developments currently in the works for 2016
and beyond:

Oculus Rift Two years after being bought by Facebook for $2 billion, Oculus VR recently began taking orders
for high-end virtual reality packages that hook up to PCs
and game consoles. These sets include a headphone- and
mic-equipped headset, a remote, an Xbox One controller
and a VR game or two. Price: $599
VR films

Back in October, the New York Times
delivered more than 1 million Google Cardboard headsets
to subscribers and made available its own smartphone
app for viewing special virtual reality films, starting with an
11-minute piece about refugee children. In January, New
York Times CEO Mark Thompson told Beet.TV “We’re making money out of VR; we expect to make money from VR
again in 2016.”

VR concerts Universal Music Group (UMG)
and iHeartMedia are developing “immersive VR performances and experiences” starting this year, according to
the former company.

VR Marketing
Between $20 headsets from Google and the steady adoption of midrange hardware like Samsung’s Gear VR ($100),
there’s every reason to believe that we’re on the cusp of a
virtual reality revolution. Already, industries of every description are working it into their marketing.

Alcohol

Jim Beam has been giving people at marketing events a virtual reality peek at the production process
for its Devil’s Cut bourbon, which ends with the hooch being
poured into a shot glass. When participants remove their
headsets, they are presented with a freshly poured sample
to enjoy.

Tourism This year, Tourism Australia will spend
$40 million in the U.S. alone on a mix of virtual reality experiences and 360-degree videos that give Americans a real feel
for travel. VR headsets will be distributed to travel agents
specializing in antipodean excursions.
So, should you be boning up on virtual reality apps
with an eye to introducing VR to your service list? Possibly.
Last May, investment bank Piper Jaffray was already predicting half a billion headsets will be in circulation by 2025,
and that may be a conservative estimate. That said, we
can’t help but feel we’ve been here before with augmented
reality, which was last year’s “Next Big Thing.”
More important, are enough people really going
to bother viewing your virtual experience? Assuming for
a moment they’re using Google Cardboard, not only will
they have to download your special app to their phone,
but they’ll also have to locate the headset and slip it
inside—scanning a QR code almost seems like a breeze
by comparison.

Samsung VR studio

As widespread adoption
of virtual reality will require content, the maker of the Gear
VR virtual reality headset announced plans in January to
open a New York production studio for VR material.
SPRING 2016
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NFC is in Our Faces ...
but Do We Know It Yet?
By MICHAEL CARLISLE

Near Field Communication (NFC)
is all around us, but most people
haven’t a clue it’s being used. For
example, you walk into a boutique hotel,
The Happening, or some such name. The
beautiful woman at the desk looks you
over as she taps away at the computer.
She explains to you about the spa and the
massage, but you decline and grab the key
packet, relieved to get away from the ultracool people hanging out in the lobby.
You walk down the corridor to your
room, take the keycard out and approach
the door, but you stop: Where is the key
slot? There is no slot, no credit card sliding thing, nothing. Out of frustration, you
push the key against the block by the door
handle and a little green light politely
blinks as the door unlocks. Relieved, you
push it open and walk in.
That lock and key, my friends, is NFC.

10
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And NFC really is everywhere, though
more visible in some countries. In the UK,
you can pay for a glass of wine at the bar
by just tapping your NFC-enabled card on
the credit card reader. Presto, that wine
is paid for. Or pay for a coffee with just a
tap. Of course, you really need to have an
NFC-enabled smartphone and—interesting point—your iPhone does not work. To
be clear, it works on Apple Pay but not
on other NFC-enabled devices, although
rumors abound that Apple will unlock
NFC soon.
On my NFC-enabled phone (quietly
slipping my iPhone into a back pocket), I
can demonstrate amazing packs of NFCenabled papers, documents, packages and
an album that is just so cool by UK singer,
songwriter and fanatical adopter of cuttingedge technology, Beatie Wolfe.
Wolfe recently released the album
“Montagu Square” and you can buy it
active, meaning you get a little deck of
cards in a cute box and each card is one
of the tracks of the album (you can buy the
album from MOO.com). All you do is tap
your NFC device against the card and the
music plays on your smartphone. The cards
also have the lyrics printed on them. (Full
disclosure: the NFC cards are on Arjowiggins revolutionary PowerCoat Alive paper,
the world’s first NFC-enabled paper.)

Wolfe also released a very cool jacket.
No, I’m not her PR person or a fashion
expert, but the jacket is live. Tap a phone
on it and the music starts—how cool is that?
NFC is showing up in more and more
places: the London Underground, business
cards (again from MOO.com), or in payment
methods like Google Wallet, Mastercard
PayPass, PayPal, et cetera. Companies are
beginning to use it to track inventory, it’s
used in the UK passport manufacturing
process, and yes, the Euro chip passports
are using the technology.
Within a year, that expensive bottle of
perfume you’re thinking of buying could
have NFC in the packaging: Tap your
smartphone on it and it tells you it’s original
or, once tapped, allows the store/brand to
create a loyalty program account that is
instantaneous and tailored. It could also
alert the shop if you try and take it out of
the shop having, ahem, forgotten to pay
for it. NFC will be adopted more and more
over the coming months and will be even
more in your face than you think.
Now, time to nip off to that wine bar with
just my phone, some charming songs on
little cards and no cash or credit cards in
sight. Chin chin.

MICHAEL CARLISLE
has worked for
Arjowiggins Creative
Papers for over
25 years and helped
develop PowerCoat,
the revolutionary paper
for printed electronics.
In the making for the
past five years, this
paper has been the
recipient of 5 industry
awards including
Innovation of the Year
and a Product Development Award.
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The ROI
of Design

Between

200 Infinity
%

by Chris Kurjan

and

What’s the ROI (return on
investment) of Design? Has this

question ever caught you without an
point? Wondering how to substantiate the value you’ve experienced in a
well-run but non-linear, early phase
of development? The initial research,
exploration and definition work that lay
the foundation for product success is
sometimes seen as a diversion of time
and money, as if an engineer or designer
should leap directly into a linear
build mode.
ROI is something I remember
(1993) wrinkling my forehead about
when clients wanted to know why they
should pay for human factors in product
design projects, as if that part were supposed to be free.

CHRIS KURJAN Kurjan, formerly at IDEO, is a globe-trotting designthinker, engineer and educator working as a consultant in innovation and
design management. She is currently design-thinking about the credibility
of digital journalism, improving the refugee experience and determining
what design-thinking is for cities.
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At the turn of the millennium, I
recall colleagues’ hopeful emails asking
for details to prove there was a good
return on the early phases of design.
“Has anyone tracked this? Do we have
a project showing that an innovation
exploration, user research or industrial
design made the product more successful?” And what were the “metrics of
success” anyway?
Over the years, the question of
ROI has set us thumbing through our
past project folders and sorting through
prototype feedback. Eventually—
praise the design-thinking gods—we
experienced the birth of storytelling.
A wodge of design research consisting
of 20 pages of interview notes and an
enthusiastic assortment of prototypes
could be crafted into a six-word story
in 48 point against a full-slide image to
give anecdotal fire to a concept: a reason
to drive it to implementation. This reason is what the ROI question seeks.

Why ROI?
The ROI question (and even the number
itself, when used just for comparisons) is
integral to:
• Selling a project, leading you as a project
planner to scale design to the budget, while
meeting the need for confidence and impact
(Should this be two hours? Two days? Two
months of design?)
• Maturely discussing the risk of new development, whether the investment is in
technology or in a stakeholder network
• Considering who contributed solidly, so
you can invite them to the table next time
• Reflecting along your client and project journey about how your work might
seriously inspire a team or really connect
to implementation. Will the story, rough
prototypes, images, wireframes you create
give teams something to leap upon, quelling
strife and loopy meandering, perhaps allowing an Agile team to better cost the forward
efforts? Can your Experience Blueprint
actually connect to your client’s departmental work streams now and inspire a vision
that stands the test of later revisions and
elapsed time? And will your client tell you
that later? Calculate that ROI, baby.

I recall hanging near a “tour stop” in our
design agency where visitors strolled through,
high on the functional creativity all around
them. My naive wonder: Was it really our
team who serendipitously invented that toothbrush and also cracked open an explosion of
variety in the consumer space? (There’s some
ROI!) Or was it the client’s marketing and
distribution wizards? The product manager?
Safeway’s agreement to allocate square yards
of shelf space? Thousands of early adopters
eager for a new experience? What was the
true source of success?

• Giving form to an idea that, without your

definition, will not leap the gap from a
founder to implementation
• Telling the story that brings the rest of the

funding in and fuels the team’s long weeks
With these impacts, early design and its
process for repeatable magic has an ROI
somewhere between 200 percent and infinity.

The Takeaways
Thinking about your next project’s ROI, what
the impact will come from, which scale you’ll
work at and how your consulting project
deliverables are going to steer development
decisions and people, know that your value
is in:
• Exploring options so as to make a better
upfront decision before investing the remaining 85 percent of the budget. This 5 to
15 percent of any development is crucial

SPRING 2016
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The Man Who

Designed Texas
DJ STOUT
“Don’t decorate, solve the problem,”
says DJ Stout, a partner at Pentagram
since 2000 and the art director at
Texas Monthly for 13 years prior. He
has built his career on that mantra,
and a new monograph, Variations
on a Rectangle, chronicles his
35 years of results.
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PHOTOGRAPHER/FILMMAKER JOHN MADERE has produced a series of documentaries and portraits of noted US graphic designers.
greatest is DJ Stout: The Man Who Designed Texas. Photo courtesy John Madere
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His latest and

“Passion” and “enthusiasm” are two
terms used to describe your approach to
your work. How do you maintain those
two qualities day in and day out?

Your new book is a three-decade
retrospective. What feelings did you
experience looking back through all
that work?

I love being a graphic designer and can’t

Looking back at my design career was interest-

imagine doing anything else. In my book, I

ing because the Texas Monthly work I did

he captures the heart of storytelling in

tell the story of how I started making my own

before I became a Pentagram partner has a look

neighborhood newspapers when I was in the

and feel that is definitely from another time and

his approaches to editorial design.

third or fourth grade. Journalism and editorial

place. It’s as if it was created in a time capsule.

design has been pumping through my veins as

Some of that work, like the cover of Texas Gov.

far back as I can remember. Those of us who

Ann Richards straddling a Harley-Davidson,

design for a living are blessed because we are

has become iconic over time and a part of our

asked to think creatively every single day. My

Texas heritage: I don’t think I could do that

friends have always said that if I didn’t get paid

cover today.

Stout is a fifth-generation Texan who
has always been inspired by the largerthan-life state. Mixing hometown charm
with evocative and eclectic sophistication,

“I believe everything we do [as designers]
is about storytelling,” says Stout.

Q. What’s the greatest challenge
you face when it comes to designing
something that won’t exist in just
one medium?
A. Regardless of the medium or if a design

to be a designer I would probably do it anyway.
I think that enthusiasm comes through in every
project I work on.

How important is it to have a passion
project in order to stay fresh?

How does the bigger-than-life state
of Texas inspire you?
My entire career has been in the Lone Star
state, and I know that my “Texan-ess” permeates everything I do. My esteemed Pentagram

is to appear in multiple formats, my main con-

I’ve always got a passion project or two on

partner Paula Scher writes in the foreward

cern is the development of an idea. Obviously

the side. You’ve got to do those things that

to the book: “DJ is the partner who’s most

the design of a logo must take into account its

don’t pay very well—or at all—and require

comfortable in his own skin. Being a Texan is

ability to render clearly on a mobile device, but

you to work on them after hours or early in

part of his makeup. He’s proud of it. He often

before laptops, tablets and smartphones took

the morning, because they feed your creative

starts sentences with the phrase ‘Well, I’m from

over our lives, the most successful marks and

soul. The book I wrote and designed about the

Texas…’ Originally, when he first began pre-

identities were simple anyway. What’s more

Alpine Cowboys was a very personal project

senting his work to his London partners, they

important is for a logo, editorial spread, book

because my father played for the legendary

thought he could have just as easily been from

jacket, webpage, poster or package design to

semipro baseball club in the early ’50s. That

the Moon. But the storytelling was so strong,

have an idea behind it. When I see a design that

experience changed his life, and it’s the reason

so funny, so completely designed but guileless at

conveys a clear, immediate concept, it makes

I was born in Alpine. Working on that project

the same time that the Londoners, and the rest

me smile.

brought me closer to my father, and I discov-

of us, found ourselves confronted with some-

ered a lot about my own West Texas roots.

thing real, authoritative and probably definable

Are you more creative when your client has
given you defined boundaries or when
they cut you loose?

How did your time at Texas Monthly
change your approach to storytelling?

I think I work better in situations where the

Texas Monthly is a great magazine with

client has given us boundaries. That’s the big-

great writers and great stories to tell about a

gest difference between fine art and the graphic

great state. I learned so much about editorial

arts, it comes down to solving the problem

storytelling during my 13-year stint at the

within the parameters of the assignment. As

publication because I had a wealth of material

a matter of fact, some of my best work has

to work with. I’m a fifth-generation Texan, and

been done in situations where the deadline was

my grandfather was a real-life cowboy (and as

ridiculously tight; there was no money to speak

I mentioned, my dad was an Alpine Cowboy)

of and no visuals to work with. In those situ-

so storytelling comes naturally to me. I had so

ations a designer has to work much harder to

much respect for the magazine’s writers and the

find a solution.

amazing content they were generating that I

only as pure American Graphic Design.”

was determined to be a partner in their quest to
generate compelling narratives.
SPRING 2016
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Typographical
Solution
Morla Design pairs wit and elegance with typography
for projects that move beyond marketing.
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J e n n i f e r M o r l a poses the question to
herself at the onset of a project “Can I solve this
with typography?” It’s one of her 25 Designisms,
guiding principles learned over time (and downloadable from her website: http://bit.ly/designisms).
“Oftentimes, approaching a design challenge
through typography really gives the viewer the
DNA of what you’re trying to establish, without the
baggage that can come with other graphic or photographic elements,” says Morla.
And she has the experience to back up her statement. With more than 300 awards of excellence,
Morla was the recipient of the 2010 AIGA Medal
and has over 50 pieces in the permanent collections
of MoMA, SFMOMA, the Smithsonian, the Denver
Art Museum and the Library of Congress.
Morla Design was formed in 1984 as a multidisciplinary firm encompassing branding, Web,
packaging, print, retail and trade environments.
Its integrated marketing approach has produced
solutions that translate smoothly across a variety
of mediums, coupling design excellence with
brand objectives.
In its projects, the studio pairs wit and elegance
on everything from motion graphics and branding to
retail environments and textiles for clients like Levi
Strauss, Apple, Wells Fargo, Herman Miller and
Design Within Reach.
“Design that isn’t in service to an idea isn’t
design,” says Morla. “You have to not only be
responding to a problem but selling it—making
sure your idea is relevant enough to clients that they
believe in what you’re doing.”
And that starts with typography.

SPRING 2016
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Morla has a great appreciation for the chairs that the
Eames designed. “Their designs came from a pragmatism
that reflects the spirit of an era. A classic becomes a
classic when it reflects an era.”
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2

The studio was designed by Morla’s husband, architect Nilus
de Matran. He designed the whole building but had her in mind
when this space was laid out. The room height and light makes
the space feel large and welcoming. “Natural daylight brings a
softness to our rather small space,” says Morla.

3

3

Morla prefers not to have her own work displayed. “It allows
me to discuss new solutions with clients that do not reference previous creative.”

4

4

“As designers, we often underestimate the impact we have
on the world at large and on how our visual vocabulary is
influenced by political, social and cultural events,” says
Morla. Here is her listing of observations and reflections on
design and designing: bit.ly/designisms
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portfolio

.
DESIGN
WITHIN REACH
This categoryspecific catalog
reinforced DWR’s
position as a player
in the outdoor
furnishings market.
The cover image
featured a native
Hawaiian bird,
to coincide with
the opening of the
DWR Hawaii store.

WILLIAMS-SONOMA:
MARK AND GRAHAM
Morla was called in at the
brand’s inception to design
and produce the naming,
identity, website, catalogs,
copy, packaging, blog
and emails; virtually every
consumer touchpoint.

[
Levi’s Posters
Morla has created over
50 different posters for
Levi’s over the course of
20 years. For this poster,
she focused on young
teenage girls telling their
own stories.

,
TCHO Chocolate Packaging
A whimsical alphanumeric packaging system that
lets the customer be creative with their gift giving by
allowing them to create personal messages.
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The Hidden Value
of a Makeover
BY AARON BERMAN

Nobody wants to hear
that his or her baby is
ugly. And when your baby
happens to be a product
your family’s worked their
butts off to bring to market … uh uh. But that’s
what the folks at Whole
Foods told Hip Chick Farms
co-founder Serafina Palandech in no uncertain terms
back in March 2014 when
she applied for its Local
Producer Loan Program.
The message was clear:
Ditch the packaging she’d
designed with a friend or
kiss the loan good-bye.
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Realizing Whole Foods was exactly
where their line of artisan poultry products needed to be in

“The message
was clear: Ditch
the packaging
she’d designed
with a friend
or kiss the loan
good-bye.”
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order for their brand to expand, Palandech and her Hip Chick
Farms partner, wife Jennifer Johnson, relented. And keeping
to their core value of using locally sourced ingredients, they
found the key to creating appealing packaging at McDill
Associates, just on the other side of the Golden Gate.

Held Back by Image
There are many lessons to be learned from the Hip Chick Farms
story, perhaps none so important as this: Clients are often too
close to their products to see them as the public does. Doubly so
with small businesses.
Before you start thinking this is going to be one of those “our
clients were clueless until they came to us” stories, let’s back
up a second. Johnson spent nearly 10 years as a chef at the
renowned Chez Panisse and has prepared tasty dishes for President Obama, among others. And Palandech spent many years
in the nonprofit world, including organizing and fundraising for
events such as the San Francisco AIDS Walk.
When they launched Hip Chick Farms in March 2014 off
the back of an impressive $25,000 Kickstarter campaign and
backing from the Pipeline Fellowship angel investment program,
they had already racked up a tremendous amount of good faith
and respect in the business world.
Which is why the packaging criticism coming from Whole
Foods seemed to come out of left field. Nevertheless, the supermarket chain came through with a $35,000 loan for the venture
and, according to Fortune.com, every cent of that money was
plowed into a complete redesign of the Hip Chick Farms brand.

Creative DIRECTOR
Melissa McDill

Graphic Designer
David Padron

PHOTOGRAPHer/
Recipe Shots
Lynn Piquett

PHOTOGRAPHer/
LifeStyle Shots

Chelsea Keenan

Selling Family, Not Serving
Suggestions

‘Food Fortunes’
Favors the Brave (Usually)

What was so terrible about their original cartons? At first glance,
not a lot. The colors were a tad muted, sure, and the background
uninspiring. But the real problem was that they focused too
much on depicting the chicken products on a plate with a few
vegetables and not enough on making the packaging itself pleasing to the eye.
Truth time: Hip Chick Farms specializes in making poultrybased meals such as chicken fingers, wings and meatballs—
treats to the palate by all accounts, but not really the most
photogenic of dishes.
Right away McDill Associates zeroed in on the illustration of
a rooster, hen and baby chick—representing Palandech, Johnson
and their daughter, Rubyrose—which had previously been
tucked away in a corner of the box, and expanded it to be each
package’s focal point.
“We knew a design with a brighter color scheme and playful
illustrations was going to really stand out in the frozen aisle,”
says Melissa McDill, McDill's President and Creative Director.
“The true challenge was also emphasizing their commitment to
quality ingredients and incredible flavor—the real story behind
these artisanal products, which is very important to them.”
While the Hip Chick Farms principals weren’t quite won over
by the new look at first, once McDill Associates mocked up a box
and actually placed it on a shelf, “they got it,” says Director of
Business Development Lisa Hansen.

Once mockups of the new cartons were ready, Hip Chick Farms
lost no time putting them up on their website. However, the move
only succeeded in emphasizing the contrast between the expertly
designed packages and the site itself, which was in dire need of
a rethink.
Adding a sense of urgency to a site-wide redesign: confirmation that Palandech and Johnson would be appearing on an April
2015 episode of Food Network’s Food Fortunes. This meant
they needed an attractive new website designed and uploaded to
impress the show’s group of potential investors and the program’s
viewers … in two weeks!
“It was definitely a challenge to pull it all together in time,”
says Account Manager Liz Serafin. “But with the imagery we had
on hand from our own photo shoots, it was possible to quickly
design a site that creates appetite appeal and tells more of the
Hip Chick story.”
Yet in an irony as delicious as their meals, Hip Chick Farms
was told by the show’s panel that they wouldn’t be getting any
investment from them because their products already looked
so professional, clearly they didn’t need their help. Proving, we
suppose, that a chick can indeed be too hip when it comes
to packaging.
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Selling the
World on
California
Wines
by AARON BERMAN

Throughout the 1940s, the American radio program Suspense was
accompanied by increasingly insistent commercials for Roma Wines,
in which the Fresno vintner explained how the rest of the world
swooned over their burgundies, Chablis and ports. Which just goes
to show how long California wine country has been fighting an inferiority complex when it comes to its European cousins.
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California wines

have come a long way in that time. Today the state
is actually the fourth-largest wine producer in the world (after France, Italy and
Spain), according to the Wine Institute of California. The industry advocacy group
is just brimming with interesting information like that, yet back in 2010 it had no
real way to share it with all of those potential California wine connoisseurs overseas.
That’s when the folks at Berkeley’s Tomorrow Partners figured out a clever way to
spread the grapespel, er, gospel.

Everybody Loves California
To appreciate what the branding and design firm did for the Wine
Institute, you have to understand that it’s like any other association—it exists to promote the business interests of all of its 1,000+
members rather than to push specific products.
“It’s very much about the state and the region but not individual
wineries,” explains Tomorrow Partners Founder and Chief Designer
Gaby Brink. “It’s very much about celebrating the different regions.
Napa and Sonoma are the ones that people know the most, but there
are actually many other regions all around the state.” Their task
became “about highlighting all of those equally.”
More specific, it meant highlighting California’s various wineries
to about 23 countries, most of whose knowledge about Cali begins
and ends with Los Angeles, San Francisco, Napa and Silicon Valley.
“When we did the research about worldwide perceptions at
the onset of the project, the big realization
was that people did not think very highly of
California wine,” says Brink, “but everybody had very fond feelings about the state
Since its brief was to promote California wines rather than one speof California.”
cific winery to the rest of the world, Tomorrow Partners’ “Discover
California Wines” campaign became about lush photos of vineyards
and iconic vistas that were meant to appeal to the nostalgia people
all over the world have for the state and its lifestyle, even if they’ve
never visited it.
From beautiful, photo-packed brochures to a handy pullout
poster map that any self-respecting vinophile would be proud to
hang on his or her wall, the print materials were designed to evoke
Creative Director
a sense of carefree travel through the wine lands with a handful of
Gaby Brink
touristy landmarks sprinkled in for good measure.
Design Director
“One of the ways the California Wine Institute gains visibility
Katie Heit Gardner
around the world is by participating in tradeshows,” says Brink. “So
Irene Shoikhet
it’s kind of a business-to-business audience–wine buyers around
ILLUSTRATOR
the world.
Gavin Potenza

Letting Pictures Do the Talking

Writer

Natalie Linden
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“This was a very comprehensive brand system that encompassed

everything from the campaign strategy, collateral system, photography,
press kits, giveaways, branding, business templates, custom-designed
maps, print advertising, POS materials, a video and then the website,
which was also massive. There were a lot of components.”
Since the print pieces weren’t translated into other languages, she
says, “What ended up happening is that it really became a visual story
supported by factoids and short amounts of copy” in English.

Wine Online
Unlike the print materials, the website was translated into seven
languages and features a highly detailed exploration of wine country
in words, interactive maps and videos, without losing any of the
campaign’s informal road trip feel.

From learning the basics about wine itself to discovering the characteristics (and food pairings) of the different varieties, the site does an
excellent job of leaving you in no doubt about why California wine is
worth celebrating—and wine country worth visiting.
Results of the effort were “pretty astonishing,” says Brink. “This
brand campaign was launched during a down economy. If you look
at the statistics around the world, everybody’s exports were down, but
California saw a pretty significant increase. Our client attributed much
of this success to the work we did together because the way people saw
California wine was completely changed.”
One thing’s certain: Few client meetings before or since have ever
been so keenly anticipated.
“Working with the Wine Institute is always a joy. Literally every
meeting we have at their office starts with a glass of wine,” Brink
laughs, “which can just be a little rough if its 10 in the morning.”
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Defining

Before They’ve Opened
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Luxury

the Box

Lisa Marie Todd knows a thing or two about packaging and reinvention.
After graduating from Santa Clara University, she pursued a career in
Hollywood, landing on In Living Color in 1990 as one of the famed “Fly
Girls” dancers for two seasons alongside Jennifer Lopez. But by 2009 she
yearned to both do something creative and work with her hands, and so
she began to make and sell jewelry under the company name Marie Todd.

BY Tamara Holmes
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By 2013, Todd had expanded her product line to
include luxury candles and fragrances. But she
realized her packaging wasn’t sophisticated enough
to win over the well-heeled audience she wanted.
And that’s when graphic design firm Prado Studio
came up with a way to present the company and
its products in a lavish light without losing sight
of Todd’s original artistic flair.

From Craft to Keepsake
When Todd first approached the studio, sales
weren’t as good as they could have been. Part of
the problem was the packaging. When compared to
other luxury brands, hers simply didn’t measure up.
To give the packaging– and the brand –an
overhaul, Prado Studio looked to Marie Todd’s
own jewelry collection for inspiration. Just as
a pendant is the epitome of beauty and a timeless
keepsake, Prado Studio wanted to create packaging
that consumers longed to hold on to indefinitely.
The way to do that was clear, explains Prado Studio
Founder Marilyn Prado-Test. “We needed to create
an emotional connection.”
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So how do you turn product packaging into
a keepsake? The studio crafted traditional boxes
wrapped with Neenah Paper’s CLASSIC Linen to
create a sense of elegance and refinement. It was
important to them to capture the complexity of
the jewelry.
“There are a lot of different textures and
corners and pieces that you look at, whether
that be the colors or the way it’s been chiseled,”
says Prado-Test. To convey those qualities in the
packaging, “We incorporate a lot of intricate details, whether that’s embossing [or foil stamping]
on the boxes.”
Then there were more practical concerns.
For example, Prado Studio had to ensure that the
glass vessels containing Marie Todd products
wouldn’t be damaged during shipping, so they
had to fit the boxes in a snug and secure way.
Prado Studio also helped select the vessels,
which they wanted to feel both sturdy and solid.
It was important that the packaging create
the right mood from start to finish. Whether a
customer sees the box on the shelf or opens it and
actually holds the glass vessel in her hands, the
entire experience must “stay true to the feeling of a
luxury brand,” says Prado-Test.

Creative / ART director
Marilyn Prado-Test

PhotographER

Richard Ruthsatz

Printer

A Cohesive Luxury Brand
The packaging might have been the centerpiece of
the campaign, but the initiative encompassed other
media as well. In addition to creating a new logo
and identity, Prado Studio developed stationery, a
website and other items such as brochures, packaging inserts, postcards, business cards and catalogs.
While it was important for the website to
convey luxury, Prado Studio chose to make it
clean and simple because it wanted the products
to stand out on a white background. The various
personalities of the different product lines are
reflected in the imagery of the site. The page for
the men’s line, for instance, has a very moody,
dark feel, while those for the women’s line are
cleaner and simpler.
Brand cohesiveness was a priority for the
campaign from the beginning. Stationery items
such as business cards and postcards were also
printed on Neenah’s CLASSIC Linen to not only
convey that same feeling of luxury but also to tie
the different elements of the campaign together.

Prado Studio also found ways to add texture
and intricacy to those items by using a lot of custom foiling, while the business cards were square
rather than a traditional 2-by-3-inch format.
All told, it took about six months to complete the brand identity, and another six to work
on packaging and additional elements. A soft
launch took place in the fall of 2014, followed
by a more formal one the following spring. The
result didn’t just impress Todd, it earned Prado
Studio a Dieline Award.
Most important, Marie Todd now has a
brand identity that is synonymous with beauty
and luxury. Looks like its former “fly girl” owner
has a brand new reason to dance.

Vanguard Printing
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of a coup in January when they convinced Monty
Python alum John Cleese to reprise his role as Fawlty
Towers’ irritable hotelier, Basil Fawlty, for a TV ad.
Re-enacting a classic scene from the ’70s series, Basil
sets out to give his tiny car “a damn good thrashing”
with a tree branch, only to discover he’s attacked a
police car instead. (Looks like someone could use a
pair of glasses …)
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British opticians Specsavers scored something

